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Jeppesen Mobile FliteDeck 
The paperless cockpit is here.

Jeppesen Mobile FliteDeck provides you with increased tactical capabilities in the cockpit through its 

intuitive user-interface that’s designed around an IFR pilot’s workflow. Direct feedback from pilots went 

into our app design so you get maximum usability and minimal heads-down time. Jeppesen Mobile 

FliteDeck features high-quality data in subscription packages that cost-effectively meet your needs. 

Redesigned with pilot feedback, Jeppesen Mobile FliteDeck v2.1 
allows you to preview charts and quickly add them to a chart clip.

Streamline the entire flight process  
and leave your paper charts behind. 
To reduce costs, increase fuel efficiency and 
maintain—or improve—safety standards, pilots, 
aircrew, and operational staff need a solution 
that makes it easy to access reliable, up-to-date 
navigation information, improves situational and 
operational awareness, facilitates flight planning, and 
helps you make decisions faster, no matter the flight 
conditions. Most importantly, you need to get the 
right information at the right time, in the right format. 

Look what Mobile FliteDeck offers.
These key features simplify decision-making and 
improve situational and operational awareness:

New in version 2.1

•	 Own-ship position appears on terminal procedures 
with a Jeppesen-mandated accuracy requirement.

•	 Off-map position indicator available on terminal 
procedures when own-ship position is activated.

•	 Upon landing, Mobile FliteDeck switches to the 
airport diagram automatically.

•	 Custom keyboard features both letters and 
numbers on the same keyboard with a dedicated 
night theme version. 

•	 Preview charts quickly and add them to your chart 
clip for easy reference. 

•	 Choose individual weather selections to download.

•	 Save flights imported from MyFlitePlan Online and 
flights created in Mobile FliteDeck. 

•	 At-a-glance distance measurement tool and, when 
own-ship is enabled, off-map position distance is 
automatically calculated. 

•	 Terrain legend can be turned off. 

•	 Ability to add as many alternate airports  
as needed. 

Interactive, data-driven enroute charts combined 
with worldwide terminal charts and text

•	 Best-in-class, optimized, vector image rendering  
of updated chart data delivered directly to your 
iPad; view notes dynamically and zoom in or  
out of the chart.

•	 Data-driven delivery; see the information you need, 
as you need it, without worrying about connectivity.

•	 Complete, immediate access to Jeppesen’s global 
library of terminal charts, Chart Change Notices 
and text; see information no matter where you are 
in the world.

•	 Printing; print paper back-ups of terminal charts.

•	 Worldwide textual and graphical Jeppesen weather 
overlays; view current weather right on your charts.

Easy and intuitive

•	 Fast rendering capabilities, opening, and  
download speeds combined with low storage-
space requirements save you time—no waiting. 

•	 Brightness functionality and night theme  
integrated within the app improves both day 
 and night operations. 

•	 Highlighting tool allows you to easily highlight  
taxi instructions and route.
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•	 Scrubber function for terminal charts shows only 
what you need, so you can navigate quickly. 

•	 Track-up display makes the enroute display easy to 
read, even when flying south.

•	 Lock button secures a particular view of the chart, 
so you won’t lose the view if you accidently touch 
the screen.

•	 Easy-to-interpret GPS-connectivity symbols  
mean you never have to leave the app to check 
signal strength. 

•	 Rubber banding functionality and the ability to  
add user waypoints make route planning quick  
and simple.

Own-ship position on terminal procedures with off-map  
position indicator improves situational awareness.

Increase awareness and make better decisions

•	 Enhance situational awareness and follow your 
flight route with a spotter or own ship position  
view and moving map for enroute charts using  
the built-in GPS.

•	 Select only the information you need, when you 
need it, with the customizable decluttering tool. 

•	 Filter information on your enroute map by selecting 
or deselecting airports, airways, waypoints, 
airspace, navaids and terrain.

•	 Import flight routes directly without re-entering 
waypoints and navaids.

How Mobile FliteDeck can help you.

A paperless cockpit is more efficient.

•	 Make dynamic decisions based on accurate,  
up-to-date information through the automated 
update process.

•	 Receive the latest alerts while saving time on 
downloads. Chart Change Notices and information 
is updated based on your current airport.

•	 Improve overall efficiency, reduce fuel burn and 
reduce the margin for manual errors by eliminating 
heavy paper charts while still having accurate data. 

•	 Find information fast by searching within a specific, 
defined area.

•	 Save time because you won’t have to manually 
update paper charts. One tap updates your  
entire coverage.

Less complexity and improved situational 
awareness increases safety 

•	 State-of-the-art user-centered design is based on 
feedback from general aviation pilots to provide 
tactical capabilities and reduced complexity.

•	 Mobile FliteDeck integrates with Aspen Avionics 
hardware and exchanges route information.

•	 You can get up-to-date information through all 
stages of flight, to help you make better decisions 
and make your flights safer.

jeppesen.com
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Learn more about what we offer. 
For more information about Jeppesen Mobile FliteDeck, visit jeppesen.com/mobile.

System Requirements
•	 iPad® 2, iPad (3rd generation), iPad (4th generation) and iPad Mini

•	 JeppView® two or four site key subscription package with at least one available site key.


